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UKRAINE IS THE TRANSPORTER OF OIL AND GAS

S. Priymenko, post-graduate student
It is evident that  energy sectors play substantial macroeconomic roles in several of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries. Sectoral policies have a significant impact on the scale and character of these macroeconomic influences and also on the production and export potential of the region. It is therefore important to understand the energy policies pursued by CIS governments, as well as the actions of the largest energy companies from the region that have become important international players in the European oil and gas markets. This chapter attempts to shed light on the past, present and in particular likely future trends in these policies and strategies. 
As we know, several CIS countries play an important role in transporting oil and gas from Russia and the Caspian region to European markets. Ukraine and Belarus are the most important countries in this respect, while the role of Georgia is expected to rise and Russia is also an important corridor for gas and oil from the Caspian Sea region. Given the economic importance of transit-related revenues and economic, as well as political leverage, that the pipelines give to transit countries, their policies are worth a separate discussion, which we provide in this sub-section.
Belarus and Ukraine play significant roles in oil transit. However, the amount of transited oil has been decreasing in recent years. The main reason for this is the diversification of oil transit flows by Russia and development of the new Baltic Sea terminal in Primorsk and increased use of Black Sea ports (mainly Novorossiysk). 
In 2000, Ukraine transited 43 Mt of crude oil, although the volume decreased to 33 Mt in 2006 (39.7 Mt in 2007). Ukraine has been planning to increase its importance by opening a route for Caspian oil deliveries to Europe. This was the primary motivation behind building the Odessa (Black Sea oil terminal)-Brody (on the Polish border) pipeline in 2001. Due to poor business planning and the lack of commercial interest from suppliers and European refiners the pipeline (with a 9-14 Mt capacity) was not used and not extended to Plock (Poland). After a few years of inaction it started to be used in reverse mode, transporting Russian oil from Brody to Odessa and then through the Black Sea to international markets. 
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